
Compagnia ZiBa
present

„Ladies and Gentlement welcome to Limbus Cabaret!!”



ABSTRACT

A grotesque Varieté! Slapstick, acrobatics, dance, juggling and clownerie, all this to tell a
story almost unbelievable: three actors in a limbo, damned for eternity to relive over and
over again the act of the creation of the show that brought them to a tragic end. Limbus
Cabaret is a show that doesn't exist, never existed and will never exist. But: If you happen
to stumble over a theatre named "Limbus Cabaret", at the right date of the year, you can
still be  participant of a truly unique show...

PRESENTATION OF THE SHOW

A siren sounds, Limbus Cabaret begins! The audience is immediately brought into the
fantastic atmosphere of the roaring twenties and their cabarets. Music. Charleston. Smiles.

But something doesn't work. The Varietè is interrupted by a voice-off that says that this
show, unfortunately,    it  never had birth. Why? To answer to this question we need a flash
back:

Perry  and Manny had already a sucessful show together: The Perry&MannyShow. But
one day,  in Manny's  life  enters the wonderful  Ely,  and this  encounter  makes the duo
become a trio.

The new trio begins the preparation of the new show, Limbus Cabaret, but...this trio is not
a good mix: Manny's attention is totally focused on his new flame, Ely. Blinded by love he
forgets his old partner, Perry, and leaves him in a corner, giving him the reason to start a
trgicomic spiral of hate, envy and gelousy  that will end with a triple omicide in charleston
rythm on the sacred stage.

This  absurd  crime  condamns  the  three  actors  to  stay  for  the  eternity  in  this
Limbus...Cabaret, and to live their story again and again and again and again...every time
that there is an audience a siren sounds, Limbus Cabaret begins..

COMPAGNIA ZiBa

Compagnia ZiBa was founded in 2011 and it is formed by professional actors graduated at
Scuola Teatro Dimitri (CH), and Scuola A.Galante Garrone (IT).

The goal of the company is to offer high level performances and shows, that combine  the
stylistic research in different scenic languages, the approach to human and social themes,
and the constant connection with the pubblic. 

Every skill is allowed and used for the creations: physical theater, spoken theater, dance,
acrobatic, mask acting, mime.



CURRICULUM VITAE

Laura Belli was born in Padua in 1986. At the age of 19 she decided to attend the
Scuola  Superiore  per Attori  di  Nouveau Cirque G.Garrone of  Bologna and,  after  this,
continued her theater studies at the Scuola Teatro Dimitri, which ended with a Masterclass
in Commedia dell'Arte. She is a co-founder of the Collective ZwischenTraumTheater (CH)
and of the Compagnia ZiBa (IT)

.

Lorenzo Torracchi was born in Fiesole (Tuscany) in 1983. He started his theatrical
path, at first with Compagnia Arra, street theatre, and then studying at the Scuola Teatro
Dimitri  (CH). After  his  studies  he had different  collaborations with  Compagnie  Tecem,
Paris and he founded   the Collective ZwischenTraumTheater and the Compagnia ZiBa.

Michele Pagliai, was born in in 1981. He graduated in 2007 in Nouveau Cirque, and in
2010 in Acting at the school of theater in Bologna “A.Galante Garrone”. Here he has the
opportunity  to  meet  teachers  as:  Nicole  Kehrberger,  Augustin  Latelier,  Asfoselo
Marchesini, Pierre Byland, Vittorio Franceschini, Walter Pagliaro, Marco Cavicchioli. After
the school he continues is formation with Giancarlo Sepe, Mauro Avogadro, Ricci Forte,
Carmelo Rifici,  Kataklò.        He works  now for  different  theater  and physical  theater
companies in Italy.

TECHNICAL DETAILS

Duration of the show: 65 min

Meausures of the stage:: 7 x 5 mt (adaptable till 3,30 X 2,60 mt)

Lights:           Need a general round light. Without color filters. 

                                       4 PC 1kw  in front

                                       2 PC 1Kw  on the both side 

                                      4 PC 1Kw backlight

                                      1 PC 1Kw with red color filters (es: n°106 Rosco “Primary Red”) 
positioned ont the first american structure                               

                          

Music:      Pc, cd, mp3


